SECRET MESSAGE

Unscramble each of the words from the story below to reveal the secret message at the bottom.

LYGAITI  __  __  __  __  __

ABRE  __  __  __  __

SIIRENCOP  __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __

ALNABBETEU  __  __  __  __  __  __  __

PECNIMTOOTI  __  __  __  __  __  __  __

BIRBAST  __  __  __  __  __  __

COYWOB  __  __  __  __

REISARSERBP  __  __  __  __  __  __  __

CORSK  __  __  __  __

JAINN  __  __  __  __  __

SINDEFR  __  __  __  __  __

REGSNTTH  __  __  __  __

Answer: AGILITY, BEAR, PRECISION, UNBEATABLE, COMPETITION, RABBITS, COWBOY, RASPBERRIES, ROCKS, NINJA, FRIENDS, STRENGTH

Secret message: THEY WERE EACH SPECIAL AND UNIQUE.
WIN THE COMPETITION!

Follow each path to the items cowboy, ninja and bear need to win.